
Chapter - VI 

6.0 Conclusion & Discussion 

The use of human power has been practiced since long before and applied in several 

disciplines as they were stated in the first chapter. Particularly the process of analyzing 

application of human force to ride pedal car is a more complex . Unlike a motorized 

vehicle here the power source being the rider or the operator himself power exerted for 

propulsion totally dependent on the rider's capacity & the ability. It is some what similar 

to use different capacities & sizes of engines time to time when you need to ride a 

vehicle. However in this research power applications, crank-length, seats, transmissions 

even the frame models were selected such that 95 t h user population can use their capacity 

to drive this pedal car. We found in the literatures, a power of 0.25 HP at 60 to 120 RPM 

is applicable to 95 t h percentile of user population, but 0.5 to 1.0 HP also possible for 

some exceptional cases. For this analysis, in the Sri Lankan context we have taken the 

power as 0.2 HP. Our whole exercise of this project is to utilize and transfer this human 

power to the road wheels in a most efficient manner in order to get the maximum 

performance, ie; to move the vehicle with the least effort in a comfortable atmosphere. 

However, still there are few short comings which has to be eliminated in the further 

development stages. 

6.1 Related issues in constructing the model and subsequent testing 

Strength test result has proved that the main frame structure is rigid enough to take even 

twice the amount of proposed load. This is because of the heavy duty tiiick gauged VA" 

steel pipes used for frame construction. Even though we are satisfied with the strength 

results, it has adversely affected the moving force of the pedal car due to high resistive 

and inertial forces. This is because of using heavier pipes and which also resulted to put 

up the total weight of the unit to 48 kg. Using ordinary tnin pipes (used in bicycle 



manufacturing) we could reduce the weight at least by a 25%. According to the 

literatures in chapter-2.1.2. this would give an enormous advantage to the rider 

particularly when climbing up and down hills. 

Required seating angle and height were not properly set due to the manufacturing 

difficulties, lack of time duration and unavailability of the suitable materials at the time 

of fabrication. Seat contour should be designed to fit the back rest and position to be 

lowered to give the exact ergonomic shape for the Recumbent ride position. Seat 

cushioning is also not up to the standards and need many improvements. 

The mono shock mounted to the rear wheel gives a fair shock absorption for the seat and 

back rest, but the front suspension spring without a damper give rise to a oscillating effect 

while on ride. Not only it affects the controllability of the vehicle also it causes 

additional stress on your shoulder, particularly when you ride on an uneven road. An 

ideal combination is a soft top layer (25% ILD) over a firm bottom layer (65% ILD). 

Increased ratios between the two, greater than 2.6, leads to better quality support (ILD-

Indentation Load Deflection) 

6.2 Further improvements to be done in future embodiments 

This embodiment can be further improved by eliminating above short comings 

(immediate changes) and introducing additional features (future modifications) to give 

out an efficient model with an aesthetic appearance. Immediate changes are not that 

difficult as we have already identified them and also we know the solution. In order to 

launch a successful marketable product which will be user friendly and efficient, it needs 

many modifications. 
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6.2.1 Using Arm muscle power for propulsion 

In the first prototype, drive power is delivered to rear wheel only by means of a sprocket 

and linkage mechanism which was pushed forth & back by operators leg muscles. But 

there is still a possibility of incorporating another mechanism to boost the supply power 

to the linkage or sprocket via an another mechanism which is powered by the Hand or 

Arm muscles as well. We know this technology has been used in physical fitness exercise 

machines, like Orbitrek e tc; . 

A clock diagram showing the total foot force. Note the orientation of the force vector 

during the first half of the revolution and the absence of pull-up forces in the second half. 

Fig-6.2.1 

during the 2 n d half of the revolution if we can use the hand muscle power , That will be 

very useful particularly when climbing a hill or overtaking another vehicle. 
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Fig - 6.2.2 

Fig- 6.2.2. shows the possibility of mounting a hand operated mechanism on the existing 

frame. 

We should notice that, here the situation is little bit different from the exercise orbitrek 

% machine, because the hand power is to be used at the sitting posture, therefore 

Anthropometric data like Arm reach length etc at sitting posture will be critical 

dimensions in designing such mechanism. 

Grid K f i m n K 254 • 25 4 r m ( » « » ml 

Fig- 6.2.3 shows the arm reach length of the operator 

• 
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6.2.2 Energy storing and re-use as a power booster. 

A 48 kg pedal car (without body) moving down a hill will release a large amount of 
potential energy which is stored while during climbing. This energy is wasted during 
breaking and also causes many problems in controlling the vehicle, therefore breaking by 
means of a dynamo, alternator or any other energy storing device will be useful because 
the stored energy can be re-useed. 

\ l _ V > P E D A L C A * 

Fig-6.2.4 - shows energy release during climb down 

Change in Potential Energy = Total Weight x Change in elevation (AH), similarly 

when you climb down a hill if we can store the energy in the form of electricity, that 

could be used back to drive a small motor just to give a support, or act as a booster when 

you climb the next hill. 

Fig-6.2.5 - Energy Storing Device 
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Energy storing device (could be used during climb-down) , when your are cranking the 

dynamo generates electricity & stores it. This could be directly coupled to the center 

drive sprocket, by means of a magnetic clutch so that it will engage only when you go 

down a hill and start storing or charging the batteries, so that stored electricity in battery 

could be used when it necessary. But we have to make sure that all the elements added 

are light weighted, other wise it would affect the performance due to high total weight. 

6.23 Enhance Stability while riding on a bend 

One of the drawbacks of this embodiment is that poor controllability while riding on a 

bend. We know that in an ordinary two wheel bike, rider slightly inclines towards inside 

to the bend in order to prevent falling (by tilting) due to centrifugal force. However it is 

not possible for three or more wheelers as the radius of bend differs from wheel to wheel. 

But this can be modified to give similar effect as you do on a ordinary two wheel bike 

when you are taking a bend on a ride. 

1 ront axle arrangement lo prevent falling on a bend 

The above figure shows the modification could be done to prevent falling while taking a 

bends. The sliding blocks (A & B) and the compression springs ( S„ and Sb ) are loosely 

fitted to the front axle shaft between centre and two fixed end collars, so that only one 

sliding block at a time is possible to move towards the centre collar depending on which 

direction you take the bend. 
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When the pedal car moves on a left bend with a considerably high velocity, due to the 

centrifugal force sliding block "A" move away from the center of the bend and causes 

the springs to be compressed while the block " B " keep stationery due to the restriction of 

the end collar. Therefore the linkage connected from block "A" to the hub of the left 

wheel pulls the wheel inward and causes to tilt the frame little bit towards the centre of 

the bend. Here important to notice that, since the drive wheel is at the rear, the front 

wheel/hub assembly can be pivoted to swing in a vertical plane. 

C'hassv orientation - during taking a Right bend 

Similar action takes place while you ride on a right bend. This time block "A" doesn't 

move instead block " B " moves and causes to tilt the right wheel via a linkage 

mechanism. 
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This configuration would give a more stable ride particularly in bends at high speeds. The 

magnitude of the centrifugal force depends on the velocity, radius of the bend and the 

weight of the sliding blocks. Therefore, we have to decide the weight of the sliding 

blocks, only by experimental methods such that the impact of its weights on the other 

parameters like acceleration, inertia etc; are minimized to give a optimum performance. 

6.2.4 Energy contribution by the passengers. 

As stated in the Chapter-I, another reason why the rickshaw is not popular is that the 

high driver to passenger ratio and there is no provisions for the passenger to contribute 

their energy for propulsion. In tendon bikes both the operators have to pedal, but more 

than two will also be possible. 

The above figure shows the possibility of power the vehicle by the operator and all six 

passengers. 
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6.2.4 Aerodynamic body shapes 

Ultimately all the power inputs, high efficient transmission etc; will be useful only if the 

body shape and materials are properly selected. As we have discussed in the previous 

chapters air drag plays a major contribution against the forward movement of the 

vehicle. Therefore correct selection of the body shape and relevant material also plays a 

important role in the overall performance. 

Fig.6.2.7 

The above figure shows a simple construction of a body shape. 

We know the drag force due to the air resistance Fdmg =C<jragV2 A, this means that, to 

double your speed requires 8 times as much power just to overcome air drag (since 

power ~ velocity 3). Therefore it's worth investing and spending time on developing the 

body shape rather trying to achieve efficiency through transmission mechanisms. 
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6.2.8 A 3-D Models of a Body shape for a Human Powered Vehicle. 
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Appendix - A 

List of Materials, Parts used for Construction and Manufacturing Cost 

Description of parts and 
materials 

Size Quantity Unit price 
Rs. 

Cost Rs. 

1 Seamless high tensile pipes %" 0 6m 400.00 2400.00 
2 Seamless high tensile pipes l/ 2" 0 4m 333.00 1332.00 
3 Rear Wheel assembly frame 01 750.00 750.00 
4 Rim with pork 20" 01 325.00 325.00 
5 Rim with pork 16" 02 300.00 600.00 
6 Tires 20" 01 300.00 300.00 
7 Tires 16" 02 275.00 550.00 
8 Gear Muiltiple 01 160.00 160.00 
9 Free Wheel 01 300.00 300.00 
10 Rear derailer 01 220.00 220.00 
11 Gear shifter with cable 01 315.00 315.00 
12 Front wheel derailer 01 398.00 398.00 
13 Sproket wheel teeth 28 01 430.00 430.00 
14 Chain 114/112 link 01 120.00 120.00 
15 Shocks 01 750.00 750.00 
16 Brakes assembly 01 500.00 500.00 
17 Tapered bearings 04 150.00 600.00 
18 Tie rod ends 04 175.00 700.00 
19 Mud guard 01 150.00 150.00 
20 Drum Brake hubs 02 250.00 500.00 
21 Handle bar 01 250.00 250.00 
22 Top race 02 50.00 100.00 
23 Bottom race 02 50.00 100.00 
24 Turn out parts; bushes 10 800.00 
25 Welding Electrodes G10 02 Kg 100.00 200.00 
26 Seat materials 300.00 
27 Painting cost 600.00 

Total cost Without Labour 13,850.00 
Labour Cost 4,000.00 
Total cost with Labour 17, 850.00 

Total weight of the first embodiment is 48Kg. 
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Appendix - B 

Three elevations of the pedal car drawn in AutoCad-2004. 

• 
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Appendix - C 

Photograph of the peddle car in construction stages 

Photos of the of the pedal car taken at the different stages of construction. 

Fig-a, the revised version of the model with scaled mockup (Man model) 

Fig-b, the basic frame was constructed at the Government Factory - Kolonnawa 

workshops. 
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Fig-c, fixing of pedaling mechanism. 

Fig-d, All accessories were dismantled and applied primer and then paint for whether 

protection. 

Fig-e, Inspection (by Dr. M.A.R.V Fernando) for further adjustments 
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Fig-f, fine adjustments done by one of the technicians. 

Fig-g, Transporting to the exhibition site. 

• 

Fig-h, display at BMICH exhibition site. 
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